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Measurement of Developing Turbulent Flows
In a 90-Degree Square Bend with Spanwise Rotation
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Mean flow and turbulence properties of developing turbulent flows in a 90 degree square bend

with span-wise rotation are measured by a hot-wire anemometer. A slanted wire is rotated into

6 orientations and the voltage outputs from them are combined to obtain the mean velocity and

the Reynolds stress components. Combined elTects of the centrifugal and Coriolis forces due to

the curvature and the rotation of the bend on the mean motion and turbulence structures are

investigated experimentally. Results show that the two body forces can either enhance or

counteract each other depending on the flow direction in the bend.
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N omenclature~----------
Cp : Pressure coefficient

Cp : Mean pressure coefficient

DR : Hydraulic diameter of duct
Dn : Dean number =Re(DHIRc) 112

E : Instantaneous voltage of hot-wire

e : Fluctuating voltage of hot-wire

er : Radial direction unit vector

F c : Coriolis force vector

F r : Resultant force

F,. : Resultant force vector
Fl/ : Centrifugal force vector associated with

the rotation of bend
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F c : Centrifugal force associated with bend

rotation
k 9 , : Coefficient of hot-wire orientatation

KE,E,: Covariance between wires i and j
Ks : Coefficient of hot-wire characteristics

P : Pressure

R : Radius vector from the axis of rotation

R : Radius from the axis of rotation

Rc : Radius of duct curvature

Rc : Rotation number (= Q r",I WB)
Re : Reynolds number (=WBDH/v)
Ro : Rossy number (= Q DR / WB)
r", : Mean radius of duct curvature

U : Normal mean velocity component

U. : Effective velocity

U,Uj : Reynolds stress tensor

V : Radial mean velocity component
V : Radial fluctuating velocity

V. : Resultant velocity vector
W : Stream-wise velocity component

WB : Stream-wise bulk velocity
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w : Stream-wise fluctuating velocity

X9 : Mean effective velocity

X : Normal coordinate

X 9 : Effective velocity

Y : Radial coordinate

Z : Stream-wise coordinate

rE,E, : Correlation coefficient between cooling

velocities of adjacent wire orientations

e : Rotation angle of hot-wire, bend angle

from entrance

K : Experimental constant

v : Kinetic viscosity

~ : Angle between VA and a wire
p : Density

rT : Variance of a given quantity

.Q : Angular velocity

rp : Angle between Corio lis and centrifugal
forces associated with bend rotation

Subscripts

t, m : Dummy indices which take the valves I to

3

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 : Refers to the six probe measuring

positions
e Rotation angle of hot-wire, bend angle

1. Introduction

Information on the turbulent flows in rotat

ing, curved ducts are of great importance, for

instance, in the design of rotating devices such as

turbines, pumps and compressors. In such flows,

the Coriolis and centrifugal forces arising from

the imposed system rotation and bend curvature

may act both on the mean motion and turbulence
structures. Consequently, the reacting forces on

the mean motion may encounter rapid changes in

direction and magnitude with the progress of

flow along the bend. If the two body forces are

confluent, the resultant force may enhance the
generation of secondary flows whereas if the

forces counteract, they may decrease the seconda

ry flows. It is highly desirable to decouple the

contributions of the body forces on the mean mo
tion and turbulence structures. However it is
not easy to isolate their individual contribution

in the rotating bend flows in practice.

There have been extensive studies on the ef·
fects of Coriolis and centrifugal forces in rota

ting plane channel flows. They include the large

eddy simulations by Kim (1983), and Tafti and

Vanka (l99 J), experimental study by Koyama

and Ohuchi (1985), the direct numerical simu

lation by Kristofferson and Anderson (1990),

and the application of second-moment closure

by Launder et al. (1987), and Launder and

Tselepidakis (1994).

The curvature and system rotation of a bend

can destabilize or stabilize the flow in some re

gions. The mechanism for this destabilizing and

stabilizing phenomena have been examined ex

tensively in plane channel flows rotating in

orthogonal mode, by Johnston (1972), Launder

et al. (1989), Launder and Tselepidakis (1994),

Kristoffersen and Anderson (1993), Anderson

and Kristofferson (1995), and Patterson and

Anderson (1997). A comprehensive review of the

literature on heat transfer in rotating plane chan

nels was provided by Morris (1981), Kajishima et

al.(1991), and Murata and Mochizukv (1999).

Kajishima et a1.(1991), Murata and Mochizuki
(1999) performed large eddy simulations to ex

amine the effects of the Coriolis force on turbu

lent heat transfer characteristics in the curved
channel flows rotating in orthogonal mode. Sec

ond moment closures were employed by Bo et a!.

(1995) and Younis (1993) to predict the turbu

lent heat transfer in orthogonally rotating square
duct flows.

Development of turbulence models applicable

to rotating curved duct flows has been difficult

due to the lack of experimental data for mean
velocity and Reynolds stress distributions. The

turbulent flow in a rotating 90° bend with a

square cross-section has several qualities that

make it well suited for a benchmark test flow to

develop the second moment closures. The effects

of Coriolis and centrifugal forces on the mean

motion and turbulence structures can easily be

decoupled, due to the simple shape of the flow
passage.

The flow configuration of this study is the 90
degree rotating bend of a square cross-section

followed by a straight duct section. The objective
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F c=-2pQX V

The centrirugal rorce associated with the rotation

or bend

The centrifugal force associated with the curva

ture of bend

(3)

F·e,. F,.
pWJ!Ym pWJ!Ym

=1 +2Rc + It COS 'Pm
rm

I R · I . 1 d f' QYm
W lere c IS t le rotatJon num ler e 1L1ed as -lV~

Equation (3) shows that the rotation number

Rc is the primary parameter that determines the

characteristics of rotating flow in a curved ducl.

In the rotati ng plane channel flows, the Rossby

number (Ro=QDH / T1!;J) has been used as a pri

mary parameter that describes the rotating flow

eh aracteristics (Johnston et a1. (1970) ). [n a rota

ting bcnd flow or a square cross-section, however,

It should be replaced by rotation number Rc=

Qrrn / WB (= RoYm/ DH ), the ratio of the Coriolis

to the centrifugal rorces along the ccnterlinc of the

bend. where Ym is the mean curvature radius of

the bend.

Two ki nds of Ilow modes are studied experi

mentally in this study. One is the out ward flow

mode in which the flow is blown out from the

center hole toward outward direction. In this flow

mode, the Coriolis and centrifugal forces combine

in a destructive way to decrease the secondary

flow intensity. On the other hand, ill the inward

flow mode, in which the flow is suctioned through

the test section toward center hole that is located

at the rotati ng hollow shaft, the Coriolis force is

com bined with the centrifugal force to promote

the secondary now. The data obtained by the

present experiment will be used in many ways for

developing and testing comprehensive three

dimensional turbulence models,

( I)

(2)

of the present study is to make detailed measure

ments. using a hot-wire anemometry techniquc, or

the developing turbulent now in the 90-degree

rotating squarc bcnd and upstream tangenl in

order to investigate tbe combinative effects of rota

tion and curvaturc of bcnd on the mean motion

and turbulence structures.

f"igure I shows a schematic diagram or the

rotating 90-dcgrec bend and defines the coordi

natc system and symbob used. The raeli us of the

curvature to hydraulic diametcr ratio (Rc/DH )

of the bend is 3.375, and tbe bend angle is 90

degrees. X and Y map the cross-sectional plane,

wh ile progress around the bend is expressed

through angle O. In th is rotating bend now, 3

kinds of body rorces, acting on a fluid particle,

affect both on the mean motion and turbulence

structures. They arc;

The Coriolis force associated with the rotation of

bend

Normalizing by p wi/ Ym the radial components

of the resultant force or the three forces along the

centerline of the bend yields

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram showing the bend <lnd

tangents, the two coordi nate systems and the

three velocity components

2. Experiment

2.1 Experimental apparatus

The basic components of the experimental ap

paratus are shown schematically in Figs. 2 and 3.

It is comprised or a test section, a 90"dcgrec bend

with a 50 mm square cross-section, a rotatll1g disc

of 1.92 m diameter, an Ag-Ni precision slip ring

constructed to transmit the signal [i'om the rota

ting test section to the stationary anemometer, an

electric power supply for the automatic traversing

mechanism, a variable speed motor, a speed re-
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6. Vanabk n10lor

S Blower
10. Person,,1 ClIlllplilcl

stream or the wire mesh, a lurbulenee generator,

which consists of a 4 mm diameter tube bank with

a 10 mm pitch, is installcd to generate uniform

in let turbulence. The speed or the rotating disc is

controlled by ii variable speed motor and a bevel

gear speed reduction mechanism. The hot wire

pro be is traversed by an autonla\ ic ll1cchan isn],

which is installed on the rotating disc. Transla

tion tolerance or the automatic traversll1g me

chanism is 1/200 mm and the rotation tolerance is

1/2 degree. AiI' now through the test sectj on is

provided by a eentrirugal blower, and the now

rate is measured by a D -~, D onrice I"lowmeter .

Intake ai I' temperawre 0 I' the test section rises

slowly duc to the heat generation of the blower

and reaches a steady state at about I hour or
operation.

As shown In Fig. I, static pressure holes are

insta lled on the inner and outer walls along the

symmetric plane of the bend at every five degree

increment. The pressure holes arc conncctecl to

a pressure transducer by a polyvinyl tube to the

pressure scanning box. Velocity holes are in

stalled al 7 stations: O.SOIl, -O]JH , 0", 22.5",

45", 67.5"> and 9(t on the oUlside wall. AI each

stalion, 4 velocity holes are located at the pOSI

tions wherc 2% =0.25.0.5.0.75, 1.0.

The }-dimensional velocity and 6 Reynolds

stress eomponcnts were calculated by the correla

tions which combine the mean and I"luctuatlng

voltages measured by S and I types hot-vvire

probes.

ductioll gear mechanism, centrirugal blower, an

orifice nCl\vmeter. and a hot-wire anemometer

systcm. Thc lengths of the inlet and outlet tan

gcnts or the bend arc I and 2.223 hydraulic dia~

meters, respectively. The seclion is constructed

from an 8 min thickness aeryl shect providing

rigid. transparent walls. Honeycomb and wire

mesh screens arc Inslalled upstream or the test

scction to eliminate thc secondary motion ancl the

turbulence involved in the intake flow. Down~

I. ROlal; ng d i,e
~. Slip-ring for hOl-\virc anemometer clnd traverslng

nlcchani:-;m

3. Slip-rill,!! for At po\vcr 4. TraVl:fSing ll1(:chanism

). rCSI sC-(:llOn

7. Speed reducer
~. HUL - "\'lIe ,lnClllumetCI

Fig.2 Schematic di,tgram of experimelltal apparalu,

n
. ]

;0

Fig. .3 Plan view or rotating disc

I. Controlling computer 2. Rotal ing probe

3. A utolllatir: traversing mechanism
'" Control box 5 Setting chamber
(, Turbulence gcncralnr 7. Tcst s.ection

the angle ~ between resultant velocity vector VA
and position vector A can be obtained by the dot

product of the two vectors as rollows:

2.2 Mcasurcment of llIean velocity COIll-

pOllents

Rotating the S-type hot-wire 0 degree rrom the

reJerenee position, which IS inclined 45° from the

y - Z plane as shown in Fig. 4, the coordinate of

. lb(l 0'0 IP01l1t A wou d e -TcOS 45 8m ., - -2 cos

45".- i cos 45' cos 0).
Denoting the resultant velocity vector by

(4 1v.= Ui + v,j+ Wk

,i/o"

5 . •

r€ i .1 .«2 .,~"'Q

,I"~ '1"
, '.,,' '~3

('i." '
'. ~'"

/'6
~.~-~~

.J<--' .0-
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Fig. 4 SChen13lic diagram showing a S type wire

probe rotated 0 degree from reference posi
tion

Xo' =I~.xo (10)
/2

where

Xo=(kelTJ2+k02V~+ke3W2+ko4VW
+k04 U W +ko,U V) 1/2

¢= ".'] ( W cos 0- V -=.U sin 0)
.." CO~) ,

,/2 VA
(5)

where

/coo =2 sin () (I -;(2)

Hi = [ (X{ )z+(X;' )2- ( I +K2) (7P -I-112) ] ,~, ( 14)

If £e, a, d, e~ arc measured for each probe

angle, Xa can be calculatcd hom Eq. (9) by

rotati ng the S-type probe into () =600
, 900

, 120 0

and 270
Q

, and followed by the [-type probe

into 60°, 1200
. Eo, d, eI,Cl were measured

for each angle. (f tI1C positive roots 01 equation

(9) for the corresponding probe angles arc de

noted by Xi', xr, X;', Xl', X;', and X£" many

sets of simultaneous eq uations for U, V, and ·W
can be obtained from equation (8). Among the

sets of equations, we can choose the optimal rela

tion thal can give minimum uncertainly of the

mCan velocity calculation due to il~ diagonal

dominance of the solution matrix. The resulting

relations are written as

2.3 Measurement of reynolds stress com
ponents

In the pre5enl study, the Janjua et aI's. ([982)

correlation was used to calculate the Reynolds

stress components. The tensor form for the cor~

relation is

u ceo [ ( Xf.' ) 2 - ( x7!)zJ / [/TJ(f (1- ;(2) -W ] (12)

17= [2 ( X(' )2_. 2 (Xi' )z- ( Xf.' ) 2+ (X6' ) 2J
/ L2Kl( 1-;(2) WJ (13)

(6)Eo=f{sUeo

where k is an empirical constant. In the present

study. K=O.2 wa5 adopted, Substituting equations

(.'5) and (7) into (6), one may arrive at

where Vi, is the magnitude of the resultant ve

locity. If a linearized hot wire anemometer sys

tem is used. then the measured instantaneous

voltage is related to the effective velocity (Ue):

where K s is a proportionality constant and the

subscript 0 denotes the rotated angle of the probe

rrolll the reference position. Champagne (t967)

suggested a relation between effective and result

ant velocities.

E K, [' r'~( '28 ,'" 8' ( ')', 1/"~o= /2 u' 2 -Sin +KSlIl" ) +,I +n •

+W'(2 -cos2 0+ i COS' 0) .L2 VW (]- iJ (8)

+WvV cos 0 sin e(l-i) '~2UV sin e(1- trZ
)] 1

Replacing the instantaneous values of Eo, U.
V, and Win Eq. Us) by their mean and fluc

tuating components, and expanding them in a

Taylor series (neglecting terms of order higher

than rifth) , the following fourth order equation

lor the mean effective velocity X e is obtained

(Choi cl al.( [990) ) :
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where tTE, represents tT~ for a given probe angle

and KE,E" is the covariance between wire i and

WIre J.

Jackson and Lilley (1983) used the following

covariance relation in their experimental work:

Reynolds Rotating speed Rossby Rotation
Number (rpm) number number

20,000 a 0.0 0.0

60,000 60 0.0427 0.187

40,000 45 0.0481 0.210

40,000 60 0.0641 0.280

30,000 60 0.0854 0.374

20,000 60 0.1282 0.561

20,000 -60 0.1282 -0.561

20,000 -75 ~0.1603 -0.701
---- 1

KE,E,=YE,E)( tT£, tTEJ2

(15)

(16)

Table 1 Various combinations of experimental
parameters

When separation angle 8 is a multiple of 30°, he

used the following correlation coefficients:

where rE ,E) is the correlation coefficient between
wires i and j. King (1978) made a certain as

sumption by calculating the covariance coeffi

cient. He argued that if two wires are separated by

an angle of 30 degrees, the contribution of the

correlation coefficient would be related by the
cosine of the angle between the wires as follows:

YE,E,=COS 30°=0.87 (17)

the uncertainties of the measured quantities in the

present experiments are assumed to be random

with normal distribution. The uncertainty of the

Reynolds number and digital manometer is esti

mated as 0.94% and 0.2%, and the uncertainties of
hot-wire for mean and fluctuating velocities are

estimated as 4.4% and 2.9%, respectively. There
fore, the combined uncertainties of pressure co

efficients, and mean and fluctuating velocities are

estimated as 0.96%, 4.5% and 3.0%, respectively.

3. Results and Discussion

Distributions of pressure coefficients along the

inner and outer walls are compared in Fig. 5 for

various rotation numbers. The pressure coeffi
cient is defined as

where WB is the bulk velocity, Pis the local mean

static pressure and Pr is the reference pressure
measured on the outer wall at the bend inlet. As

the flow enters the bend, the pressure coefficient

along the outer wall rises quickly while that of
inner wall drops almost as quickly. Beyond the

entrance region, both pressure coefficients again

decrease slowly. However, as the rotation num

ber of the bend increases, differences between the

pressure coefficients of the inner and outer walls
also increase. For the inward flow mode, Coriolis

forces are added to the centrifugal forces asso-

(20)
P-Pr

+pWi

(18)

Choi et a1. (1990) extended King's relation to

angles 8, that are not multiples of 30°. Choi's

correlation coefficient for separation angle 8=
30n+a is written as

2.4 Scope of experimental program and data

uncertainty
Various combinations of the present experi

mental program are tabulated in Table 1.
Uncertainty analysis was performed based on

the method suggested by ASME Performance

Test Codes (1987). It is assumed that the equip
ment has been constructed correctly and cali

brated properly to eliminate fixed errors. Thus,

IE,£)=0.8 (cos 30°) n cos a (19)

If mean voltage E~, square mean fluctuating vol

tage component d, and cubic mean of fluctua
ting voltage component e; afe measured fOf each

probe angle, the Reynolds stress correlation Eq.
(15) can be calculated by using correlation (19).
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,il.' ..
;\
\. "

in the stationary duct flow, mean pressure co

elTicients show significant Reynolds n umber de

pendency. However as with the increase of rota

tion number, the dependency of the Reynolds

number disappears while the dependency on the

rotation number remains.

It is of interest in Fig. 7 to compare the mea

sured pressure coefficients for the outward now

mode in which the rotation number has negative

value. In the outward flow mode, the radial

component of the Coriolis force is added to the

centrifugal force associated with the bend cur

vature in a destructive way, thus resulting in a

decrease in pressure coefficient diflerences be

tween the inner and outer walls. furthermore,

in the entrance region of the bend, the Cor/oli"

force exceeds the centrifugal force, making the

pressure coeflicients of the inner wall greater than

those or the outer wall. But as the flow progresses

around the bend in the outward direction, the

trend is reversed. At Rc= -0.561, the reverse of

pres~ure eoelTicients occurs in the vicinity of

(21)
( P ,/Ilel +P 01<1181 ) /2 - PT

Cp = I 2

2 pWn

o

0.5,----·-------.,

ciated \.vith tbe bend curvature in a productive

way in the outward radial direction so that it may

increase the ditTerence of the pressure coefficients

between the inner and aliter walls.

111 the stationary bend now, the pressure co

efficient along the inner wal1 drops slowly in the

entrance region, but beyond that region remains

nearly constant lip to the bend exit. As the rota

tion number increases, however, it decreases more

quickly and shows wavy variations as shown in

Fig. 5. These wavy variations of pressure co

efficients in the rotating bend nows arc presum

ably caused by the rapid change of secondary

now pattern as with the increase of the rotation

number of the bend now.

Comparison of the measured mean pressure

coefficients for the various Reynolds numbers and

rotation numbers are shown in Fig. 6. Mean

pressure coefficient of the square sectioned bend

can be defined as

o
o ODD

o
-1.5 - ODD 0

o
-I

I •.~

-2 1--''-----l'-........-..,.L.,---'-~o 30 60 90 1'1) -1,4

8

-_',: outer waf! .. inner wall for Rc = 0

Variation of mean pressure coefficient~ with
respect to Re

IJbIJ..'

Re '" 30,000

Re '" 60,000•

/} -~~

Rc

1\

11,0

Re '" 20,000

Re = 40,000

o
o

Fig. 6

t~ outer wall .. inner wall for f1c =, 0.210

u: oliler wall II: inner wall for Rc = 0.280

Comparison of mea1iured pressure cocfficicnts

along the inner and outer the walls in the
Inward Ilow mode t'or Re=40,OOO

Fig. 5
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• ,',",,1',

Oj~. ol~"""
.,/' ~<fI.. 'Il

Q".I!f'~"''''~·v

."""",...~..
"1::'< ••••

J-, ""1 'CI

L;I

y,[1,

:1\

. " 1'0,

~(H
1

J 1:, J (,

fiG fL~".

H(, '" 11'.':):)1)

"I C

0,0

Longltudinal variation of ilIca,ured norma

I ized mean stream-Wise velocity (\11 / W~,'

and radial velOCIty (V/ IIVs :' along the eClHer
sym11letry plant: ror the in ward flow Il\ode for
hildlCr Dean and lower rotation numbers

lit:>~II.~J;j

._fIo'·
",~~'.

1D l ,O ~4~7 ·3D

;",'. J

l'ig. 8

tion, increasing the ~ecnndary !low intensity, and

thereby promoting the shirt Dr the location or the

maximum mean stream-wise velocity toward the

outer wall in tbe entrance region of tile bend.

However, in the rotating Ilow, the ~hil"t1ng or the

location or the maximum velocity stops aher the

progress of the 45° flow into the bend. Genera Ily,

it is knO\vn that a pair of large counler-rotating

Eckman vortices appear ,Illd grow in the enlrance

reglOn of the bend and increase up to ()=90°, hut

arter they reach B=90D

, the Eckman vortex pair

hreaks down into a multi-cell p<:lttcrn and Dean

vortices appear ill the outer wall region. Choi et

al. (1997) analyzed nUl11encally the developing

turbulent tlow in the coiled bend of a square

cross-seC\ion by employi ng a second momcnt

turbulence closure. 1n the eomputatioll. they

captured the occurrence or three pairs of Dean

vortices in tl1e outer wall region at around 8=
180 0 station or the bend. However in the rotating

bend flow. the Coriolis and eeillrifugal forces

associated IV ith the bend rotat ion may affect the

mean Lllolion and turbulence structures in a com

plex manner so that they Illay include the earlier

appearance or Dean vOrlex pai r.

[--igure 9 shows the development or Ilormallzcd

mean stream-wise a I1d rad ial velocity profi Ics

/),-1

\ ,:

I I ~t~

~(I 8 (l{) qO( lI
l

(b)

:Olltcr wall ., : inner wall

Comparison or measured pressure coefficients
in the outward flow mode ror Rc=20,OOO,

and (a) Rc= -0.561, (h) Rc~-O.7()1

Fig. 7

O=Jrt while at Rco-' -0.701 the reversal point

moves to 0=55°, Increase in the Coriolis Coree

in a ntgative direction as with the decrease or

the rotation number may ["educe the pressure co

effICients or the outer wall so as to move the re~

versal point in a downward direction.

Figure 8 shows the comparison of the longitu

d iIlal val"lation of measured mean stream-wise

and radial velocity profiles of the rotating and

statiollary bend flows for the il1\'iard 110w mode.

The open symbol indicates the normalized mean

velocity components of t·he stationary bend flow

while the solid symbol indicates tbose of the rota

ting hend. As the 110w progresses along the bend,

the location of the maximum mean stream-wise

velocity sil ifls toward the oHter wHlI both in the

slationHry and the rotating bend flows. In this

type of inward tlow mode, the rotation or the

bend comhines the Conolis and centrifugal rorces

In a productive way in a radial outward direc-
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Fig. 9 l.ongitudinal variation of measured norma

lized meall stream wise velocity (W/ WB)

and radial veloClly (V! Wn) along the sym

metry plane in the outward 110w mode for

lower Dean Ilumber and higher rotation num

ber

(J = .!';'

~- ...~~
(1 ., ..~:~.~'.~--- ~

c;' ,:.:r{:f:<t.~:o,!I""'''b
i.ll ..-.:;...

..

..
(1.::; ."- --+

W I...... -,~..
l.ll ~~~~~~;·~~.,~~~~-x~~~

I .....

", ...... .J- --l

W'.I!
Wt;

0:-' 1,r)

Lll

.()

maxnnUlTI mean stream-wise velocity toward the

outer wall both in the stationary and the rotating

bend nows. Up to 0=45°, the rotation of the

bend promotes [he shit! of the location of the

maximum mean stream-wise velocity toward the

outer wall. However, beyond 0=45°, the shifting

of the location of the maximum mean strearn--wise

velocity of the rotating bend flow stops eadier

than that of the stationary bend so that it yields a

significant decrease of the mean stream~wise ve

locity profile in the outer wall region. Lee (1992),

in the calculation of a rotating 90·-degree square

sectioned bend now jn the same conditi on as in

that of Fig. 10, found that the bend rotation may

advance the occurrence of a large Dean \'ortex

pair up to 0=45°. A Dean vortex pair appearing

in the outer wall region of the rotating bend near

the symmetry plane beyond 0 =45 0 may prevent

a further shift of the location of the maximunl

stream-wise velocity toward the outer wall, yield

ing an obvious decrease of the mean stream-wise

velocity in the ollter wall region as shown in

Fig. 10.
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progre~~es along the bend, fhe secondary 110w

induced by the imbalance of the body forces and
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In the cylindrical polar Coordinates rotMlT1g at

angular velocity f2, generation tcrms of the mean

square stream-wisc and radial turbulent velOCIties

(Wi, 1)2) and Reynolds shear stress (I)W) may

be written as:

The decreases in the level of stream-'wise and

radIal rills turbulent velocities and Reynolds

shear stress normalized by WB and Wi are found

in Fig, 11 near the suction side in the rotating

bend flow, Launder and Tse\epidakis (1994) ap

plied a second moment closure to the rotating

pi ane channel now and computationally vali

dated the indirect effects of the Coriolis genera~

tion in the vw equation on the level of turbulent

kinetic energy and mean square turbulent veloci

lies, Curvature Gencration Corioli, GencralLon

(23)

(26)

-4/il-uQ
lfl~

.+4. ··VW
r

where Q is positwe in the outward flow mode and

negative in the inward flow' mode.

The sum of curvature and CoriDlis generatlon

terms may be rewrillen as folloWS.

v- w ~( Qr)= -2-- ul- 2 Vl{J 1-2--
r r W
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AX ~. 3z
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PW'2 (CUr1.lalure+ COtiOli<;.)

Qv
where W is the local rotation numher.

We see from the above equations thai thc l1lag~

~ .. Qv- -
n iwde and the sign of uw, 'w and (1.1/- z/ )

may be the parameters which primarily affect

thc t urbu lence structures in the rotati ng bend

flow. Tf olle considers the dynamic eqmll10n for

thc individual mean square turbulent velocities,

a term 4vw.Q appears as a source (or sink de

pending on the sign of vw) in the 'u'?' Eq. (22),
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Fig. 11 LongitlLciinal variation of mcasured rm, tur

bulent velocities (//// If;" i (,2/ WB, Jll/ WE )
and Reynolds shear stress (1!lul "fin nor

malized by Ttl, and Vf'iJ in the inward rIow

mode for higher Dean number and lower

rotation L1 umber
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multj'-cellu1ar pattern, preventing the increase of

mean square turbulent velocities near the pressure

surface of the stations beyond 8=45°.

Comparisons of the measured mean stream

wise and radial velocity profiles of the rotating

Fig. 12 Longitudinal variation of measured lllean

streamwisc velocity (WI W8 ) and mean ra
dial velocity (VI WsB) normalized by WE

along the center symmetry plane in the out

ward flow mode for higher Dean number

and lower rotat.ion number
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Fig. 13 Longitudinal variation of measured mean

stream-wise velocity (WI WE) and mean

radial velocity (1/1 WE) normalized by Wll

along the center symmetry plane in the out

ward now mode for lower Dean number and

higher rotation number

while a sink (source) of samc magnitude appears

in the v'i Eq. (23). The Coriolis generation tcrm

- 2 (w2~ v2
) Q in the vw equation can act as a

sink or a sourcc depending on thc signs of VM}

and Q. In the region of positive VW, positive

value of -2(w2-Z12)"Qacts as llSOurCC, while a

sink in the region of negative vw.
Tn the rotating straight channel now, the

Coriolis generation ~ 2 ( wi - v2 ),Q in the vw
equation decreases the positive level of vw near

the suction surface, as shovm in Fig. 11 (d), so

that it results in the decrease in the level of

turbulent kinetic energy and mean square turbu

lent velocities in that region while generating

opposite effects near the pressure surface. In Fig.

11 (d), through the stations from z= - 3DH to

0=22.5", we call find the decreases of vw level

as with the rotation of bend. However, the de

crease of vw level associated with bend rotation

disappears as with the flow progrcss beyond

8=45°. In the inlet tangent and the entrance

region of the rotating bend of the square cross

section. we can dearly determined the effects of

the Coriolis generation term in the UUJ cquation

on the level of turbulent kinetic energy. How

ever, beyond 0=45°, the effect of Coriolis gener

ation term in vijJ the equation disappcars gradu

ally. The curvature of the bend augment the

mean square radial turbulent velocities over the

stream···\vise turbulent velocity in some regions,

reversing the sign of -2(ill-·v2 ),Q in the vw
equation. Therefore we cannot find the consistent

trend in the variation or vw proftles beyond

0=45° in the rotating bend flow. As the l10w

progresses around lhe bend. 111e reduction of

mean square turbulent velocities l1ear the suction

surbce continues ulltil the bend outlet. However,

ncar the pressure surrace, the level in the mean

square turbulent velocities of the rotating bend

now falls below those of the stationury bend. In

the inward flow mode, the Coriolis rorce is

combined with the centrifugal force in a produc~

tive way in the outward radial direction to in

crease the secondary, flow intensity. This increase

in secondary flow intensity as shown in Figs. 8

(b) Rnd 9(h) may advance the breakdown of a

counter rotating secondary flow vortex into a
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Fig. 14 Longitudinal variation of lllcaslLred nns tur

hulent veloc'Ltics (,/ 1/ / WE. ./ v~ / 1-17B ,

jV)-/ WE: Hnd Reynolds shear stress (Inu/
Wi) normalized by WB and Wi in the Ollt

ward flow mode for lower Dean and

rotation llumbers

4. Conclusions

beyond 0=45° while dccreasing sccondary now

intensity in the entrance region.

Longitudinal variations of ,/I}/ l0/8' /1/ / W~

and /u)2/I¥B for thc outward How mode con

tained in Fig. 14 show thc oppositc rrcnds Df

the variations of inward flow mode shown in

Fig. I I. Tn the entrance region 01' benet the radial

and tile stream--wise rlllS turbulent velocities nor

malized by WB dccreasc in the inncr w,tli side

while increase in the outer wall side. But lhe

opposlte trend, which is more ooViOldy found in

the radial nns tmoulent velocity profiles, occurs

as with the flow progress beyond 8=45
D

• Oppn

site signs of the curvature and Coriolis genera

tion terms, uu; W / rand 4Q uw, in the 1)2 and

u/~ cquations may cause these dIfferences in the

variations of;2 and u/ profiles near the suction

surface. In the entrance region, the levels of

Ii}/ WB near the wall side are larger than those

or the core region. Hut heyond 0=45° the \evd

of /l/- / WE of the core region bccomes largcr

than those of neur lVali sides. rhis is due to the

eh ange of sign in the C'oriolis gcneration term

2(i.t/-/})Qin the uw equation as 1/ in

creases over the w2 as shown in Fig. 14" The

rcversal of the sign of Coriolis generation tern]

-2 (l';?--ll) ,Q in the uw equation may induce

the obvious decrease in the level or IV". at

the station Oc-c:22.5 D in fig. 14ld).

l-iOl-wire measurement or the mean and turbu

lent velocities in rotating 90-degree bcnd J"]mvs or

a square cross section are reponed and the effects

of Coriolis and centrifug.l1 rorces on the mean

motion and the turbUlent structures are explol'ed

From the investigation of longitudinal varl<ilions

of the mean stream-wisc and the radia 1 vcloeities,

the Reynolds stresses. and the pressure coeffi

cients, the follolving conel usions arc drawn.

(I) The productive merging of thc Curiolis

force and the centrifugal force due to the bend

curvalllIe in the outward rad ial direction increase

the secondary now IIHensity in the cl11rance re-
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and the stationary bend flows raj" the outward

flow mode are shown in Figs. 12 and 13, I n the

out ward now mode, rotalio n of the bend damps

the secondary flows in the entrance region of

curved duct, and nwkes the mean stream-wise

velocity profiles he flatter compared to (he sta

tionary bend now due to the destructive combi

natio Ll or ceJltrifuga I and C'oriolis rorccs. Com

paring Figs. 12 and 13, we find (hat, with the

decrease or rotation number in negativc d'lrIcc

tion, W / Ws prorilc becomes [latter at the station
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gion of the bend. However, beyond 45 degree

position of the bend, the centrifugal force due to

bend rotation may promote the break down of the

counter rotating vortex pair into multi-cellular

pattern, thereby decreasing the generation rate of

turbulent kinetic energy.

(2) The Coriolis generation term in the vw
equation may decrease both the Reynolds stresses

and turbulent the kinetic energy near the suction

surface while keeping intact those of the near

pressure surface due to the advanced break down

of counter-rotating vortex pairs into multi-cellu

lar patterns in that region.

(3) In the outward flow mode, the effects of

Coriolis generation terms in the vw equation on

the level of turbulent kinetic energy are more

visible in the entrance region due to the decrease

in secondary fiow intensity caused by the de

structive addition of the Coriolis and the centri

fugal forces.
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